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ABSTRACT Despite the significant number of studies published on the measurements of complex
permittivity of biological tissues in the last thirty years, implementing a successful measurement program
for dielectric measurements can still present a challenge for researchers. Most problems are not theoretical
but of methodological or practical nature. In this article, lessons learned from experiences with goal-oriented
measurements are presented by structuring them into practical guidelines for efficient and useful measure-
ments of dielectric properties of biological tissues, aimed at addressing gaps in knowledge. Issues related
to calibration, validation of the measurement system and data collection procedures are addressed from a
practical perspective. This will help support reproducibility of measurements. In addition, guidelines for
data analysis and data reporting are provided. The latter is also supported by a data analysis tool developed
in MATLAB, made available as open source. This facilitates the harmonisation and merging of different
datasets, ease of interpreting and re-using of data and comparison of data across studies. Additionally, a data
repository is presented for uploading of dielectric data of biological tissues, along with the corresponding
meta-data describing the experiments. These guidelines are the result of the work carried out by a dedicated
working group in the project COST Action MyWAVE.

INDEX TERMS Complex permittivity, dielectric properties, electromagnetic medical devices, open-ended
coaxial probe, tissues.

I. INTRODUCTION
One of the fastest growing areas in medical device research
in Europe is emerging electromagnetic (EM) devices for
a wide range of clinical conditions [1], [2], [3]. These

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Ali Karami Horestani .

devices provide a very attractive solution as they are based
on non-ionising radiation sources, largely non-invasive and
minimise hospitalisation time and costs, thus very appealing
within the context of an ageing population in Europe and an
exponential growth in healthcare costs. Example of medical
applications using electromagnetic fields as a source, include
microwave imaging (MWI) for the diagnosis of several
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diseases (e.g., breast tumour, brain stroke, axillary staging,
etc. [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]) and therapeutic techniques
such as hyperthermia (HT) and thermal ablation (TA)
[2], [10]. While these technologies are widely studied in sev-
eral research institutions and some of them are already in use
in the clinic, their spreading as alternative techniques to tra-
ditional ones (e.g., MWI in place of computed tomography –
CT - or magnetic resonance imaging - MRI; TA in place of
surgery) is not progressing at the same speed of the research.

The challenges undermining EM medical technologies are
being synergistically addressed by a collaborative network,
COST Action MyWAVE (CA17115) [11], which brings
together engineers, scientists, medical professionals, and
experts from the market-commercialisation community to
further advance EM hyperthermic technologies. These tech-
nologies include radiofrequency (RF) and microwave (MW)
ablation and hyperthermia and are proposed for treatment of
several diseases including cancer, inflammation, and others,
through modification of tissue temperature. This project aims
to make significant advancements towards achieving electro-
magnetic (EM) therapies that are clinically effective, through
identification of clinical needs, development of improved
safety standards and development of novel therapeutic EM
devices.

EM hyperthermic technologies heavily rely on the knowl-
edge of dielectric properties of various tissues amongst
patients, and how these properties change during the treat-
ment. In fact, dielectric properties. dictate the interaction of
the electromagnetic field with the human body. Dielectric
properties of biological materials have been studied since
1950s [12]. Both theoretical approaches tomodel dependence
of the dielectric properties from the frequency of the electro-
magnetic field [13], [14] and measurements to characterize
the different tissues and differences between healthy and
malignant tissues [15] were carried out. However, these initial
works were carried out applying different methods, often
looking at the dielectric properties over a limited frequency
band and concentrating on a limited number of tissues [16].
Towards the last decade of the previous century, the spreading
of cellular phones demanded the development of new dosime-
try studies to evaluate the electromagnetic field absorbed by
the human head when located in proximity of the radiating
cellular phone. Availability of new, powerful computers and
the development of numerical methods to solve Maxwell’s
equations allowed such evaluations, but the need of new
knowledge on dielectric properties, both with reference to
the frequency range and to the number of human tissues
characterized, was clearly evidenced [16].
In this respect, the work performed by C. Gabriel and col-

leagues was of outmost importance [17], [18]. In their work,
Gabriel et al., developed techniques to measure the dielectric
properties of biological tissues across a wide frequency range
from 10 Hz to 20 GHz; they measured human and animal
tissues at body temperature, and provided mathematical fit
of the measured data to a four-pole Cole-Cole model [19].

To cover such broadband frequency range, Gabriel et al.
used three different measurement techniques and the results
showed good agreement between data obtained from three
experimental setups in the overlapping frequency ranges. The
datawere also largely in good agreement with the correspond-
ing values in the literature and the results were put in the
so called ‘‘1996 database’’ on an open web site where they
can still be found (https://www.fcc.gov/general/body-tissue-
dielectric-parameters). Since then, other website imple-
mented the same Cole-Cole formulas (http://niremf.ifac.
cnr.it/tissprop/; https://itis.swiss/virtual-population/tissue-
properties/database/dielectric-properties/), and this data is
now a point of reference in most of the studies devoted
to the interaction of electromagnetic fields with the human
body. Successive studies aimed to characterise the dielectric
properties of biological tissues and their confounders were
conducted [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26]. Most of
these studies addressed dosimetry concerns and this defined
the experimental approach including the tissue types, mea-
surement methods, and temperature of the sample, amongst
many other experimental parameters.

Nowadays, given the increase in medical applications of
EM fields, the needs evolved, and researchers require addi-
tional information from dielectric studies. This led to several
studies devoted to the measurements of dielectric properties
of tissues. However, very often the report of these studies is
not complete, leading in difficulties in reproducing the data,
difficulty which is of course increased by the great natural
variability of biological tissues.

Moreover, recent studies show that there still exists sub-
stantial inconsistencies and conflicting datasets for the dielec-
tric properties of biological tissues, and comparison across
published data is challenging due to different measurement
methods and limited reporting of experimental metadata [27].
Very often, the measurement protocol is briefly outlined in
publications and very few studies capture all the relevant pro-
tocol details, limiting the reusability of data. In this respect,
a general consensus on the measurement procedure, as well
as on the reporting of the study (information to be reported),
based on the knowledge to date, would be of great help to the
community.

In this paper, we present a best-practice guideline for the
dielectric measurement of homogeneous biological tissues at
a single temperature using a reflection technique. We specif-
ically cover several topics, ranging from the measurement
itself, to measurement validation, calculating and reporting
accuracy, and discuss numerous tissue-specific challenges
and considerations. We further provide a data-analysis
application that will help researchers within the commu-
nity harmonise their method of data-analysis and report-
ing. Additionally, a data repository that highlights the
confounders discussed in this guideline was designed
(https://www.um.edu.mt/projects/mywave/data-repository/).
This work is being proposed as a consensuswork of the COST
MyWAVE network.
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II. BACKGROUND
The dielectric properties of biological tissues, i.e., the relative
complex permittivity (εr) describe the electric polarizability
of a material as a reaction to the presence of an external
electric field and is defined mathematically by,

ε∗
r (ω) = ε′

r (ω) − jε
′′

r (ω) (1)

where ε′
r is the real part of the relative complex permittiv-

ity (also called ‘relative permittivity or dielectric constant’),
ε′′
r is the imaginary part, and ω is the angular frequency of
the external EM field. ε′

r represents the amount of energy
stored in the material whilst ε′′

r represents the energy dis-
sipated inside the material under test. Both ε′

r and ε′′
r are

frequency- and tissue-dependent [28]. Accurate knowledge of
these properties is important to designing and optimizing EM
hyperthermic technologies, as well as developing appropriate
treatment planning and monitoring procedures.

Dielectric properties of tissues can be measured through
a variety of methods. These include resonant cavities, free-
space methods, transmission methods and reflection tech-
niques [29]. The latter using open-ended coaxial probes is a
technique widely used to measure the dielectric properties of
biological tissues and it was developed in 1994 by [30] and
since then has been the preferred method for measurements
of dielectric properties of biological tissues due to its relative
non-destructiveness of the sample, the ability to measure in-
vivo, and the ability to easily measure small samples (on the
order of ∼4-5 mm). Since this method is by far the most
common for measuring biological tissues, this document will
focus on this approach [25], [31], [32].
When dielectric measurements of biological tissues are

conducted using the open-ended coaxial probe method, the
measurement system includes the probe itself located in
contact with the material under test (MUT), and a vector
network analyser (VNA)which transmits a signal to the probe
and receives the reflected response. Then, a mathematical
algorithm is needed to convert from the recorded reflec-
tion coefficient to the corresponding dielectric properties.
Although the system is straightforward to operate, it is not as
easy to achieve accurate and repeatable results when biologi-
cal tissues are undermeasured, and different dielectric centers
adopted different measurement procedures, often without
consistency across centers [33], [34]. This, together with
other random factors associated with the inherent variability
of tissues, confounders in the measurements, and questions
about how to deal with heterogeneous biological tissues, con-
tribute to the large variation in reported dielectric properties.

Although the open-ended coaxial measurement technique
is very well established and dielectric measurements of bio-
logical tissues have been measured for the past 50 years [16],
[17], [35], [36], [37], [38], a systematic guideline for per-
forming high accuracy dielectric measurements of biological
tissues can be very useful for the scientific community.
Therefore, this paper will promote a consistent approach to
good measurement practice for accurate measurements of the

complex permittivity of homogenous biological tissues using
an open-ended coaxial technique.

Together with MINDER (which proposes a framework
for reporting raw data and metadata in dielectric studies of
biological tissues [27]), this work presents recommendations
for the best practice in dielectric measurement of biological
tissues by first describing the hardware and typical measure-
ment setup and then providing a detailed description of the
best-practices to be considered when conducting dielectric
measurements. Each practice has at its basis a thorough con-
sideration of the foundational aspects described in Section V.
This guideline provides a best-practice method specifically
for obtaining average dielectric properties of homogeneous
and heterogeneous tissues and the best-practice methods
proposed related to the measurement setup, calibration, and
validation, are all applicable to heterogeneous samples.

To facilitate the implementation of these best-practices
guidelines a data-analysis application is being made available
for download at GitHub (https://github.com/lourdesfarrugia/
MyWAVEapp). Additionally, the publication of a Data
Repository encourages open science, through use of FAIR
data principles, to make collected data Findable, Accessi-
ble, Interoperable and Re-usable [39]. This will harmonize
on-going dielectric studies of biological tissues. Specifically,
collecting and curating data in line with the FAIR prin-
ciples supports research productivity and innovation, as it
allows integration of knowledge across disciplines, institu-
tions, researchers, and industry, and enables reliable re-use
of data [40].

III. THE REFLECTIVE DIELECTRIC MEASUREMENT SETUP
A typical reflection measurement setup using an open-ended
coaxial transmission line is presented in Fig. 1. It consists of
a VNA connected to an open-ended coaxial transmission line
via a high-stability cable or an elbow connector. The MUT is
placed on a laboratory jack and is moved in contact with the
open tip of the transmission line. The tip is either immersed or
placed in contact with the MUT such that the fringing fields
are all within the MUT.

The reflection coefficient (0) is measured using the VNA
and then converted to the corresponding complex permit-
tivity. Very often, the VNA and conversion algorithms are
interfaced via an embedded software resulting in a quickmea-
surement of 0 and conversion to the corresponding complex
permittivity. The procedure to perform the measurements on
biological MUTs foresees a calibration using three standards
and then measurements of the MUT.

Several commercially available open-ended coaxial trans-
mission lines (probes) are available on the market and are
widely used for the measurement of the complex permittivity
of biological tissues. Also, associated commercial software
are available for the conversion of the measured reflection
coefficient to the corresponding complex permittivity. These
software feature in-calibration algorithms as well as allow
for the use of different probes having different physical
properties (e.g. flanged probes, different diameters, etc.).
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FIGURE 1. A typical reflection measurement system used for the
measurement of the complex permittivity of biological tissues.

However, in many cases there is limited information on the
conversion method employed in commercial software and
thus very often it is treated as a black box. However, efforts
have been put in the development of non-proprietary and
transparent conversion algorithms [41], [42]. In some cases,
there are also hardware compatibility issues between different
VNA manufacturers and commercial probes, limiting their
use. To date, most of these conversion methods are based on
either full-wave analysis which is computationally intensive,
approximating the probe as an ideal TEM guide [43] or
through the use of equivalent circuit methods which calcu-
lates the permittivity from the probe input admittance [30],
[44], [45]. Alternatively, a recent method was published
in [46] based on the use of an Artificial Neural Network
which provides a solution for most of the compatibility
issues between the conversion algorithm software and VNAs,
as well as translating the calibration plane to the VNA port,
thus making the measurement process more straightforward.

IV. A DIELECTRIC MEASUREMENT BEST-PRACTICES
GUIDELINE
This guideline is sectioned into five steps which cover
from the system preparation of a typical setup described in
Section III, up to reporting of results. The different steps are
summarised in Fig. 2, with the first two relating to the system
preparation and calibration, the third to the measurements
of the complex permittivity of the MUT (including rigorous
sample considerations) and finally, the last two discussing the
data analysis and reporting of the measured data. A detailed
flow diagram of the measurement procedure is presented in
Appendix I which summarises the best-practices outlined in
the following sections. Additionally, for ease of use, a table

FIGURE 2. A block diagram breaking down the measurement process of
complex permittivity in five main steps: system preparation, calibration,
measurements, data analysis and final reporting of the measured data.

summarising the data proposed for reporting is presented in
Appendix II.

In the following sections, the different steps required to
setup and conduct dielectric measurements using an open-
ended reflection technique are outlined and then discussed in
detail step by step.

1. Cable movements significantly influence the measure-
ment of the reflection coefficient and thus, the cables
used to connect the open-ended coaxial transmission
line with the VNA should be carefully fixed. Elbow
connectors, being rigid structures, minimize such an
issue, so their use is strongly recommended. Also, the
use of torque wrenches is recommended to ensure that
all connections are tight and secure and that connec-
tions are repeatable and consistent each time the system
is set up. TheseminimizeVNAmeasurement errors due
to reflectivity, directivity and tracking. Using torque
wrenches will also maximize connector lifetime.
In case of using a cable, the quality of cable should be
very high precision and rigorous movements should be
avoided.

2. The use of a laboratory jack is recommended so that
only theMUT is moved to make contact with the probe.
This will eliminate any phase errors introduced by
movements of the setup, after calibration is completed.

3. Formost of the VNAs on themarket, it is recommended
that any calibration/measurements are done after at
least 30 minutes of warm-up time. This time is required
so that all electronics reach thermal equilibrium.

4. The probe tip should be cleaned well prior to cal-
ibration and in between measurements during the
experiment. It can be wiped using alcohol or rinsed
with water/alcohol and then wiped with a dry lint-
free paper towel. This will ensure that no residues are
present at the sample-probe tip surface.

5. Before starting with the calibration step, the following
points need to be considered: frequency range to be
investigated; data resolution and the scale (whether
log/linear) to be used; the physical characteristics of
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the probe which will be used (this will determine the
frequency range to be investigated, sensing volume
etc.) and desired temperature at which measurements
are to be conducted. It is important to consider the scale
well prior measurements especially when planning to
fit the measured data to mathematical models such
as Debye or Cole-Cole. When data points are more
distributed across frequency (linear scale), the fit is
more representative of each frequency across the range
instead of heavily focused on one region of the range
(log scale) [47].

6. The choice of probe depends on the frequency of
interest, sample size, measurement sensitivity and com-
patibility between different hardware. Small sample
sizes require the use of probes having a small diameter
of the outer conductor. Larger, flanged probes are used
when large sample sizes are available. Refer also to
points 18 & 19 of this guideline [29], [48], [49].
The size of the probe is also related to the sensitivity of
its performance across the frequency range, as smaller
probes have higher performance sensitivity at higher
frequencies and vice versa [37], [38].

A. STEP 2: PERFORMING THE CALIBRATION
7. Calibration requires the measurement of at least three

well-characterised loads. The number and typology of
the loads depend on the model used to reconstruct
the dielectric properties from the measured reflection
coefficient. The loads can include Open circuit, Short
circuit and any other calibration load or any other three
well-characterised loads. A calibration load can be any
standard material of which the dielectric properties are
well-known. Typically, deionized water or 0.1N NaCl
is used for this purpose, since their dielectric properties
have been thoroughly characterized and traceable data
is available [50], [51], [52]. For highly lossy materials
such as high-water content tissues (eg. liver and mus-
cle) the use of a 0.15N NaCl is recommended, as the
latter has similar conductivity to that of most tissues.
Otherwise, other highly-characterized materials may
also be used if desired (e.g., ethanol, methanol) [53],
[54], [55]. Alternatively, the calibration plane can also
be defined at the VNA output port. This can be done
either using mechanical standards or electronic calibra-
tion kits (e.g. eCAL by Keysight), however, this would
require compensation for the phase delay introduced by
the open-ended coaxial transmission line used and thus
the calibration plane needs to be translated to the tip of
the probe.

1) MEASURING LOAD STANDARD
8. If a liquid is used as a calibration load, its temperature

should be accurately recorded because the calibration
parameters (reflection coefficients which eventually
translate to dielectric properties) are highly tempera-
ture dependent. Measurements are to be conducted in

a temperature-controlled laboratory to avoid extreme
temperature drifts. The use of a water bath for warming
or cooling MUT to a certain temperature is recom-
mended, ensuring that the MUT is placed in a sealed
bag/container so that no sample contamination occurs.
Additionally, it must be ensured that the liquid vol-
ume is larger than the sensing volume of the probe.
This can be validated by covering the sample holder
with Aluminium foil and check for any changes in the
reflection coefficient.

9. The complex permittivity of the calibration load should
be known a priori, and it is important that it is recorded
at the desired measurement temperature. Ideally, the
temperature of the calibration load is similar to that of
the MUT [56].

10. It is important that the probe tip is in good contact with
the calibration materials. In the case of a liquid, it must
be ensured that no air bubbles are present at the tip of
the probe or within the sensing volume.

2) MEASURING THE SHORT STANDARD
11. Replicating a perfect Short circuit can be very chal-

lenging and this standard measurement is a source of
a number of erroneous calibrations. There are various
ways to produce a Short standard and different labs
use different techniques, e.g. use of liquid metal, use
of special jigs that are made to produce almost perfect
contact betweenmetal and the probe tip and using a soft
material covered with Aluminium foil which is pressed
against the probe tip. In the latter case, there should be
a balance of pressure as too much pressure will damage
the connections and too little will result in a bad short
contact. The Aluminium foil should be in contact with
both inner and outer conductor of the probe.

12. Once any standard is connected to the probe tip, it is
recommended to wait for a few seconds to ensure
that the setup is stable and free from any vibrations,
before conducting the measurement. This is particu-
larly applicable when using special jigs as the Short
circuit standard.

13. Being a challenging standard to produce, the Short
circuit standard could be verified post calibration,
as outlined below in the verification section, see
point 17.

3) MEASURING THE OPEN STANDARD
14. Very often, the Open circuit standard is produced by

measuring air, ensuring that nothing stands within the
sensing volume of the probe whilst conducting the
measurement.

15. At this point, it is recommended that the time at which
calibration is completed is recorded. This will be used
to evaluate drift errors in the measurements in the data
reporting/data analysis section.
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Measuring the above three standards will complete the
system calibration and user can proceed with the verification
of the calibration.
16. In the meantime, it is important that no physical

changes occur to the system or the surrounding envi-
ronment that could influence the electronics of the
system after performing calibration.

4) SYSTEM CHECK
17. The verification of calibration (referred to as System

Check) is a two-step process:
a. The Short and Open circuit standards are

re-measured and compared such that the differ-
ence between the phase of the open and short is
about 180o.

b. A well-characterised validation liquid (different
than that used for calibration), with well-known
and with wide consensus dielectric data, is mea-
sured and compared1 to published data. Very
often different concentrations of SodiumChloride
(NaCl) are used for such a material, due to the
non-toxic nature, ease of availability, and proper-
ties near to the range of expected tissue properties.
In the case of measurements of biological tissues,
0.1 NaCl is widely used [55], [57], [58], [59].

The measured complex permittivity is to be compared
to previously reported/published data (e.g. [55], [60]).
Differences between the dielectric measurement of the
verification liquid and the corresponding published
data are calculated and the lower the differences the
better. In general, a difference of 5% in either relative
permittivity or conductivity is acceptable, however this
depends on the MUT and frequency range. In the case
of well characterised standard liquids, 5% may be too
high and a lower value should be obtained.2

B. STEP 3: SAMPLE CONSIDERATIONS AND
MEASUREMENTS
1) SAMPLE CONSIDERATIONS
18. The size of the sample holder depends on the dielectric

properties of the MUT and the frequency of operation,
thus it should be big enough to ensure that no reflec-
tions occur from the boundaries [61]. This could be
verified by monitoring the reflection coefficient (S11)
or measuring the complex permittivity of the sample
holder with and without Aluminium foil fitted on the
inner walls/surface of the sample holder. If differences
are detected, then a larger sample holder should be
considered.

1Comparison of data should be done on the basis of like with like, i.e. cal-
culated data with calculated data and/or experimental data with experimental
data. Calculated data refers to data derived from mathematical models such
as Debye and Cole-Cole, the parameters of which are usually published in
studies reporting wideband measurements of the complex permittivity.

2Some dielectric centres allow for ensure for smaller tolerance on the
percentage difference. In some cases, it can be as low as 1%.

19. In the case of biological tissues, the sample under
test should be of sufficient thickness and width. This
could be verified using the same technique as described
in 18.

20. It is recommended that biological samples are not put
in saline solutions or preserving agent. It has been
shown that some preserving agents significantly alter
the complex permittivity of the sample under test [62].

21. Sample preparation andmanipulation should always be
kept at a minimum prior taking measurements.

22. In the case of heterogeneous tissues, samples can be
homogenised to obtain a mean value of the dielectric
properties of the MUT [63], ensuring that in the pro-
cess of homogenisation no loss of hydration occurs.
Accurate histology sampling may support the accurate
characterisation of the tissue components composing
the heterogeneity in the measured volume [64], [65].

23. In the case of ex-vivo measurements at microwave
frequencies, sample hydration should be preserved as
much as possible. This is due to the direct relation-
ship between γ dispersion and water content of the
sample (polarisation of the water molecules). At β

and α dispersion regions this has less effect. Preserva-
tion of tissue’s water can be done by considering the
following:
a. Samples should be transported in sealed

containers/bags.
b. The time between excision and measurements

should be always kept at a minimum. Very often
time between excision is ambiguously used to
refer to both to the time from when the sample
is excised from source of origin and to the time
fromwhen a large sample is dissected into smaller
samples. It is recommended that both are clearly
distinguished and reported.

c. Prolonged exposure of the measurement area to
air should be avoided as this can cause dehydra-
tion at the measurement point.

d. It is important to preserve any biological fluid
in the sample whilst excising biological tissue.
Fluid seeping out can easily occur if you apply
excessive pressure when preparing the sample for
measurements.

24. The issue of preservation of hydration levels when it
comes to dielectric measurements of biological sam-
ples is of critical importance and has been investigated
with further detail by many research groups [34], [59],
[66]. A more detailed section on this point is presented
in the Section 5.1.

25. It is recommended that the temperature at the mea-
surement point is recorded both before and after a
measurement is performed. Ideally, temperatures are
equal.

26. In case of in-vivo or in-vitro measurements:
a. Exposure of the measurement area to air should

be minimized, especially if animal/sample is kept
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under a heating source. It is common practice
that small animals such as rodents are kept under
UV/heat source to help the animal thermoregu-
late. However, the presence of a heating source
could dehydrate the area, leading to erroneous
measurements.

b. Pat drying/draining any excessive fluid present
in the measurement area is not recommended as
this can alter the amount of fluid typically found
in that area. In the case of excessive blood in a
measurement area, then it is recommended that
another measurement site is considered [67]. The
effect of blood contamination onmeasurements is
significant, especially in highly perfused tissues
such as liver. Ideally, no small vessels are present
in the measurement area.

c. Measurements are to be conducted as fast as pos-
sible with the probe placed in good contact with
the MUT.

27. For in-vivo, ex-vivo or in-situ measurements, in some
cases, it might be necessary to perforate slightly the
surface of the material under test and guide the probe
deeper in the material. This should be done without
applying excessive pressure to avoid contaminating the
measurement area with biological fluid. If confounders
are well-controlled, the difference between surface and
deep measurements at the time of excision are within
experimental uncertainty [67].

28. It is recommended that the temperature at the mea-
surement point is recorded both before and after a
measurement is conducted.

2) REPEATED MEASUREMENTS
29. Several independent repeated measurements should be

considered for each sample. An independent measure-
ment is defined as re-initiating the entire measurement
procedure, that is disengaging the probe tip from the
MUT, clean the probe and re-measure. This should be
done even if measurement is conducted at the same
location.

30. Three independent repeated measurements are usually
conducted for each location and multiple locations
should be considered for each sample.

31. The number of measurements/samples to be conducted
depends on the ‘expected’ variation of the mean value.
It has been shown that a sample/tissue with high water
content has less variation in the mean compared to
tissues with low percentage of water content or with
high heterogeneity [68].

32. When conducting measurements on heterogeneous
tissues many measurements on various sites are rec-
ommended. This will result in a mean value of the
dielectric properties representing the tissues within the
sensing volume of the probe [54], [69].

3) CLEANING THE PROBE
33. In the case of measurements on biological tissues, it is

recommended that the probe is cleaned initially with
water and then followed by alcohol.Water will dissolve
any blood residue at the tip of the probe and the alcohol
will disinfect the probe. In some cases, autoclaving the
probe may be required. In [70], the dielectric properties
of a standard material before and after probe autoclave
were compared, illustrating that in the case of Slim
Form Probe (Keysight) no statistically significant dif-
ference was observed.

34. At the end of each measurement session, the standard
liquid used for the system check is to be re-measured
and compared to the initial measurement obtained
in 17b.

C. STEP 4: DATA ANALYSIS
1) EXPERIMENTAL OUTLIERS
35. The system check measured before (point 17b) and

after (point 32) measuring the MUT should be com-
pared to ensure that no deviations in the system
occurred.

36. When conductingmeasurements over a wide frequency
band, experimental outliers can be identified using a
selection method based on Kramers Kronig (KK) rela-
tionships.3

Generally, when measuring the complex permittivity
of biological tissue using open-ended coaxial transmis-
sion lines, measurements are conducted as a function
of frequency and then modelled mathematically using
a Cole-Cole equation together with a conductivity
term [18].
This equation satisfies KK relations, given that the
dielectric response of the MUT is both linear and
causal.4 Therefore, knowing the dispersion law a pri-
ori, a pre-defined threshold on the residuals could be
used as an identifier of experimental outliers. This data
selection criteria is also implemented in the MyWAVE
data-analysis application.

37. The measurement uncertainty must be calculated, and
the method used to evaluate the uncertainty should
be clearly explained and reported. Different labs use
different methods. However, it is recommended that
these methods include a detailed analysis and quan-
tification of both Type A and B errors, as described in
the GUM guidelines.) [71]. Following that, an average
measurement uncertainty is to be reported for different
frequency ranges.

3Kramer’s Kronig relations are bidirectional mathematical relations, relat-
ing the real and imaginary parts of any complex function that is analytic in a
half-plane.

4Both conditions are generally satisfied since the amplitude of the applied
electric-field is low and ε’ increases when σ decreases.
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In the MyWAVE dielectric data analysis application,
a tool to evaluate themeasurement uncertainty has been
published and the method is based on the pragmatic
approach published in [54].

D. STEP 5: REPORTING THE MEASURED DATA
38. It is recommended that the range of temperatures or

themean temperature recorded during several measure-
ments as specified in point 28 is reported.

39. The difference in the measured data of the valida-
tion liquid (for system check) as obtained in points
17b should be clearly reported. In the case of mul-
tiple calibrations, it is recommended that either the
mean difference across all calibrations is calculated and
reported, otherwise the upper and lower bounds of the
measured data of the validation liquid should be clearly
specified.

40. The standard deviation in the measured complex per-
mittivity of the MUT is to be reported along with the
mean value.

41. It is recommended that whenever wideband measure-
ments of the complex permittivity are conducted, these
are modelled mathematically using dispersion laws,
such as Debye and Cole-Cole. This will facilitate
re-usability of the results and support the incorpora-
tion of the reported data into numerical simulations.
Depending on the frequency range of the measure-
ments, multi-pole Cole-Cole or Debye equations can
be considered which constitute multiple dispersions.

42. If the measured data is reported in the form of models,
the fitting algorithm used to obtain the model parame-
ters needs to be reported, together with the accuracy of
the fitting technique.

43. When fitting measured data to mathematical models,
it is recommended that both the confidence interval of
each fitted parameter and the root mean square error of
the model are reported. Any other parameter indicating
the goodness of fit could be used to further support the
results [13], [18], [72].

44. A table with the recommended data to be reported is
presented in Appendix I.

45. As per EU recommendations and best practices in sci-
entific research, experimental data andmetadata should
be made open source [27], [39], [40], [73].

V. MYWAVE DATA ANALYSIS APPLICATION
In order to harmonise the data-analysis technique presented
in this paper, a MyWAVE dielectric data analysis application
is being published. The application is developed inMATLAB
following the best-practices guideline detailed in Section IV.
It includes four tabs: 1) load data tab, 2) filtering tab,
3) mathematical model and 4) uncertainty calculation tab.

The load tab requires the data to be uploaded in the appli-
cation in the format: frequency (Hz), real and imaginary
part of the complex permittivity, with the imaginary part
being < 0 as per definition presented in Equation 1.

The filtering tab corresponds to the data filtering tech-
nique outlined in point 36. In this step all the individual
measurements are fitted to different mathematical models
(Cole-Cole + conductivity term, Cole-Cole, Debye + con-
ductivity term, Debye) and the corresponding root mean
square error (RMSE) is plotted. The equations implemented
in the code are summarised in Appendix III. The fitting
algorithm is based on a non-linear regression fit implemented
in MATLAB and requires a set of initial conditions. In this
case, a threshold on the RMSE can be set and any dataset
which is fitted and results in a RMSE that exceeds the
threshold is discarded. Finally, the average of the remaining
datasets is presented, and the corresponding fitted parameters
are tabulated in third tab ‘‘Mathematical model’’, together
with the 95% confidence interval of each parameter and the
RMSE of the model.
Finally, the last tab implements the pragmatic approach for

the uncertainty calculation as published in [54].

VI. MYWAVE OPEN-ACCESS DATA REPOSITORY
An open-access data repository of dielectric and thermal
properties of biological tissues was designed and published
on COST MyWAVE Action’s website [74]. This repository
is an outcome of the best practices outlined in Section IV and
highlights the importance of reporting all metadata. The data
repository can be a useful tool for 1) researchers searching
for measurements of a specific biological tissue under certain
conditions, and 2) researchers who want to share their work
and report their measurements following the recommended
guidelines. This allows for the merging and replication of
dielectric studies, thus promoting the complementarity of
various measurement campaigns across different research
centres.
A search page is available to all visitors of the repos-

itory, which shows all approved entries of both dielectric
and thermal properties measurements with filtering options.
Visitors can switch between dielectric and thermal properties,
filter by frequency band and metadata related to the sample
and hardware. The filtering options for the sample metadata
include the type of tissue, its origin (e.g. human, bovine, etc),
its pathology (e.g. healthy or diseased), its state (e.g. in-vivo,
in-vitro, ex-vivo), the method of sample preservation and
temperature of samples, temperature of the samples during
measurement, number of samples measured, and volume of
the samples. The filtering options for the hardware metadata
include the type of measurement method (e.g. open-ended
coaxial probe, transmission line) and its model and brand and
similarly for the other equipment, and the type of calibration
performed and the relevant details as outlined in Section IV.
Each entry can be analysed in more detail with a full list
of the metadata and associated data. The associated data
can be made available in raw form (all measurements or
mean/median curves), through models (Debye or Cole-Cole
models) or fitted parameters of mathematical models. Both
dielectric/thermal data and metadata can be downloaded in
CSV files.
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Researchers who want to upload their own data to the
repository can register to the repository and have access
to an upload form and a dashboard with their submitted
entries. Besides the metadata mentioned above, the upload
form requests the time between measurement and excision of
the sample (if applicable), time since slaughter (if applicable),
number of measurements per sample, number of subjects,
and conversion method used to retrieve the properties. This
metadata is reported in Appendix I. Not all fields of the form
are mandatory, ensuring the best balance between the amount
of requested and essential information. An additional field
is available for observations which researchers believe are
important to report. Researchers are encouraged to download
the executable file of the data analysis tool (presented in
Section V) to process the data before uploading. They are not
obliged to submit the raw data along with the metadata to
the repository and can indicate their published paper and/or
e-mail contact instead. After uploading, the entry will be
reviewed before made available in the repository.

VII. FUNDAMENTAL CONFOUNDERS FOR THE
GUIDELINES
These guidelines were developed taking account the current
knowledge about a number of confounders and give partic-
ular importance to practices that can impact the accuracy
of the dielectric measurements due to these confounders,
which are related to both the MUT and measurement system.
Specifically, hydration, temperature of the calibration load
and sample size requirements have been identified as points
that need to be highlighted and supported with additional
information. Thus, this section will review the current knowl-
edge related to each of these confounders and outline any
open questions that still need to be considered.

A. HYDRATION
Hydration variation is without any doubt a determining
confounder for dielectric measurements at microwave fre-
quencies. This is because the interaction occurring in the
GHz range is mainly due to the vibrations of polar molecules
that oscillate with the changing field, mainly related to the
presence of water in the biological tissue, also referred to
as γ – dispersion [36]. In [20], a comparison of in-vivo
and in-situ dielectric measurements was reported. The impact
of tissue dehydration on the dielectric properties of excised
tissue samples was further investigated in [67]. The effect of
dehydration on the tissue surface has been characterized as
a function of time after excision on freshly excised mouse
liver, showing a change of more than 25% in both the real
and imaginary parts of complex permittivity over 3.5 h after
excision. Additionally, the correlation between the dielectric
properties of biological tissues and their different states of
hydration was investigated by Pollacco et al. [66]. Measure-
ments were conducted on rat muscle and fat tissues both
in vivo and ex vivo, observing which dehydration fractions
fall within in vivo values, it was deduced that, for tissues
with high water content, ex vivo samples can be used as a

representation of the dielectric parameters of in vivo samples,
if hydration loss does not exceed 10%. A similar observation
was reported in [59], which in turn also compared dielec-
tric measurements for tissues obtained from the same organ
(referred to as intra-organ) and measurements on samples
having same water content but obtained from different organs
(inter-organ). It has been shown that the variation (% standard
deviation) in the measured dielectric properties decreases
with increasing sample hydration level and thus further anal-
ysis is required for tissue characterized by low water content.

All these studies indicate that the impact of tissue hydration
on dielectric properties are significant and thus it is impera-
tive to consider controls in the experimental design of both ex
vivo and in vivo dielectric measurements to preserve tissue
hydration. Whilst systematic differences are not anticipated
at microwave frequencies when care is taken to avoid drying
of excised tissue samples, this is not the case at lower fre-
quencies, in the range of the α and β dispersions in view of
the sensitivity of their causal mechanism to the physiological
state of the tissue [75], [76].

B. TEMPERATURE OF CALIBRATION LOAD
The temperature of the calibration load is very important
when conducting dielectric measurements that characterise
temperature-dependent dielectric properties of biological
tissues. In some studies, this temperature is recorded and
used in the calibration procedure to compensate for any
temperature-dependent errors whilst in some others this is not
considered even though in studies might cover a very wide
range of temperatures, starting from body temperature going
up to ablative temperatures (80◦C to 100◦C). Recent exper-
iments and manufacturers guidelines [56], show that more
attention is required as this can have a significant impact on
the measured data. When conducting temperature-dependent
dielectric measurements, the MUT is heated using external
sources and this can trigger thermal effects on both the MUT
and the coaxial probe, which ideally are compensated for dur-
ing the calibration procedure. To further show the impact of
these thermal effects on dielectric measurements, a series of
reflection measurements using an open-ended coaxial tech-
nique as explained in Section III was conducted for 0.1N
NaCl from 500MHz to 30 GHz, at 55 ◦C, using a R&S ZVA-
50 VNA and Slim Form probe (Keysight). The best-practices
guidelines outlined in Section IV were followed, as applica-
ble, and calibration of the measurement setup was done at the
tip of the probe using three standards: air, short circuit and
deionized water. The calibration procedure was repeated for
three calibration load temperatures 23 ◦C, 55 ◦C and 80 ◦C,
respectively. The 0.1N NaCl data obtained when the calibra-
tion load temperature was set to 55 ◦C was considered as the
reference datum and then the difference between the mea-
sured dielectric data of 0.1NNaCl at 55 ◦Cmade with the two
other calibration temperatures were evaluated. Fig. 3 presents
the percentage difference between the dielectric properties
of 0.1N NaCl at 55 ◦C with the temperature of calibration
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FIGURE 3. Percentage differences between the real (a) and imaginary
(b) parts of the complex permittivity as a function of frequency for 0.1 M
NaCl at 55 ◦C with calibration load temperature set at 23 ◦C and 80 ◦C,
and 55 ◦C.

load set to 55 ◦C and the corresponding measurements for
temperature of calibration loads set to 23 ◦C and 80 ◦C.
It can be observed that, for frequencies below 5 GHz,

dielectric measurements at high temperatures are acceptable.
The variability with respect to measurements at room temper-
atures were lower than 2% for ε′ and lower than 7% for ε′′,
even with system calibration made at room temperature.
However, at higher frequencies (> 5 GHz), the maximum
percentage difference was 10 % at 18 GHz for ε′ and 30%
at 30 GHz for ε′′.
Up to authors’ knowledge only a few dielectric studies

have reported on the temperature-dependence of the cali-
bration load, and these focus on shorter frequency ranges
(up to 3 GHz) and different materials [77], [78]. Therefore,
a direct comparison with previous studies is difficult to
conduct.

In order, to establish whether this variability in the dielec-
tric measurements of the 0.1N NaCl solution for different
calibration temperatures was only due to the difference
between the calibration temperature of the setup and the tem-
perature of the sample, or due to a change in the composition

of the sample during heating, another set of measurements
were conducted. In particular, dielectric measurements of
0.1 NNaCl were performed at 23 ◦C (setup calibrated at same
temperature, 23 ◦C), then after heating the solution to 80 ◦C,
it was cooled down to 23 ◦C again. In the latter the setup
was calibrated at 23 ◦C. The calculated percentage difference
between these two sets of measurements were calculated,
obtaining a maximum difference of 0.2% on ε′ and 4% on ε′′

for frequencies less than 5 GHz and a maximum difference of
0.7%on ε′ and 1.6%on ε′′ for frequencies greater than 5GHz.

Nevertheless, based on observations from these prelimi-
nary results, the quantification of the impact of the setup
calibration temperature on dielectric measurement data at
high temperature merits attention from the scientific commu-
nity and is still to be investigated further in future studies.

C. SAMPLE SIZE REQUIREMENTS
The minimum homogenous sample size required to obtain an
accurate measurement depends on the sensing volume of the
probe. The sensing volume is typically defined by the sensing
radius (in the radial direction from the probe tip center) and
the sensing depth (in the axial direction). While conservative
sample size requirements can often be found on the probe data
sheet (if using a commercial probe, e.g. [79]), due to the num-
ber of parameters that can affect the minimum homogeneous
sample size and the typically small size of tissue samples,
it is always useful to verify the sample size requirement for
each type of tissue sample in each experiment. Notably, some
studies suggest that the functional sensing volume can be an
order ofmagnitude less than such conservative estimates [80],
[81], [82]. The minimum required homogeneous sample size
is probe and scenario-dependent, and depends on the probe
dimensions and materials, along with the dielectric properties
of the sample under test (and their relative contrasts), and the
frequency [48], [81], [82], [83], [84].

The minimum homogeneous sample size can be deter-
mined by: i) positioning a flat high-contrast material layer
behind a sample that has dielectric properties close to those
which are the target of the experimental campaign, and
increasing the sample thickness until the high-contrast mate-
rial is not detectable in the reflection measurements (i.e., the
measurements reach steady values evenwith increasing thick-
ness), and ii) positioning a cylindrical high-contrast material
layer around a cylindrical inner sample that has dielectric
properties close to those which are the target of the experi-
mental campaign, and increasing the sample radius until the
high-contrast material is not detectable in the reflection mea-
surements [85]. (Note that a low-contrast material could also
be used in these steps, particularly if it is of a similar contrast
to tissue heterogeneities that would be expected to exist in
the region surrounding the homogeneous tissue region that is
the measurement target). The definition of ‘not detectable’;
however, is experiment-dependent and varies across stud-
ies [84]. It should be chosen with the target uncertainty in
mind. It should also be noted that the sensing volume is
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best determined by restricting the sensing radius and the
sensing depth simultaneously, as thresholds for change in
one dimension are not consistent with simultaneous volume
changes in both dimensions [85].

VIII. OPEN CHALLENGES
Despite the fact that this best-practices guideline outlines
in detail the most commonly used measurement method for
dielectric properties of biological tissues, there still exist
a number of issues that still need to be studied further.
These are particularly related to the measurement method for
temperature-dependent dielectric properties, how to deal with
measuring the dielectric properties of heterogenous tissues
and conducting accurate low-frequency dielectric measure-
ments. Each of this is discussed into more detail in the
following sections.

A. TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENT DIELECTRIC
MEASUREMENTS
Several studies investigating the dielectric properties as
a function of temperature have been reported in recent
years [86], [87], [88]. This data is becoming even more in
demand in the light of recent advancements in therapeutic
applications using EMFs, particularly for MW hyperthermia
and ablation. In most of these studies, the dielectric proper-
ties of ex-vivo biological tissues at ablative temperatures are
reported. using an experimental setup similar to that outlined
in Fig. 4, which typically consists of an ablation antenna fed
by high-power signals together with an open-ended reflec-
tion probe, set perpendicular to the antenna and connected
to a VNA. Often, the antenna is used as a heating source
and dielectric measurements are retrieved from the reflection
measurements performed using the VNA, very often follow-
ing the method outlined in Section III. We note that although
both the dielectric measurement probe and heating source
may contain metal elements, the measurement probe is at a
sufficient distance away that measurements are not impacted
by the presence of these elements.

FIGURE 4. Typical measurement setup for temperature-dependent
dielectric measurements using mw antenna and an open-ended coaxial
probe.

Very often, temperature-dependent dielectric properties
are characterised at a single frequency (e.g. 2.45 GHz

and 915 MHz) using a relationship between the dielectric
properties and temperature, with the gradient being referred
to as the temperature coefficient [89]. When temperature
is below 80 oC, a linear relationship between temperature
and dielectric properties was used [89]. However, following
other studies characterising tissues at higher temperatures,
> 80 ◦C, a non-linear dependence was used to charac-
terise this relationship. The latter is attributed to changes
in the tissue composition and the irreversible loss of water
content [86], [87].

In recent years, there have been studies comparing dif-
ferent heating sources and their impact on the measured
temperature-dependent dielectric properties. In [87] the
dielectric properties of ex-vivo bovine liver as a function of
the temperature were measured at 2.45 GHz during a thermal
ablation procedure, utilising a setup similar to Fig. 2. These
measurements were then compared to measurements on liver
heated in a thermostatic bath. Results showed good agree-
ment between the two datasets. Additionally, [57] compared
another heating modality, a microwave oven, to an abla-
tion system by conducting measurements on ex-vivo ovine
lung tissues at 2.45 GHz and again no difference in the
temperature-dependent dielectric properties was observed.
This illustrates that for ex-vivo samples the measured prop-
erties do not depend on the heating modality and given the
polarisation mechanism relevant at these frequencies, more
importance should be given to the changes in the water
content and changes in the composition of the tissue.

With the heating of the MUT, there are different factors
that come into play, some are related to the measurement
setup and others to the MUT. The temperature of calibration
load, if conducted accurately, should be accounted by the
calibration algorithm, however the temperature of the coaxial
probe can cause some of the materials to expand as the
temperature increase and thus a slight change in length could
influence the dielectric measurements at higher frequencies
(> 3 GHz). Additionally, the temperature ofMUT can impact
the measured results because the probe is heated or cooled by
the MUT and therefore measured data is a combination of the
probe temperature and MUT temperature. This is also related
to the discussion in Section V.

Moreover, when utilising a setup similar to Fig. 4, the
rate of heating can be considered as a determining factor
that can possibly change the composition of the tissue flu-
ids in the area surrounding the open-ended coaxial probe,
leading to variation in the measured dielectric properties.
As the temperature around the antenna starts to increase, the
tissue fluids are displaced from the region surrounding the
antenna towards the open-ended coaxial probe, disturbing the
micro-environment of the tissue close to the probe, leading to
an ill-conditioned system. This problem is mostly observed
when the rate of heating is slower compared to that used
in ablation in which case the drying of tissue occurs almost
instantaneously.

Therefore, these points highlight the importance that
the characterisation of temperature-dependent dielectric
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properties requires further work prior establishing a
measurement guideline which could be adopted for biological
tissues.

B. DEALING WITH HETEROGENEOUS TISSUES
Spectroscopy has the effect of averaging the dielectric prop-
erties throughout the sensing volume of the coaxial probe.
Therefore, measuring the dielectric properties of highly
heterogeneous tissues presents significant challenges over
measuring the properties of homogeneous tissues. Specifi-
cally, the measurement at one site might not be representative
of the whole tissue sample, and even if it is, it is diffi-
cult to interpret the dielectric measurement because it is
unclear which tissue types contributed to it. In general, two
approaches have been taken for dealing with heterogeneous
tissues. The first and most straightforward is to take mea-
surements from multiple measurement sites and then report
the mean and standard deviation across all measurements,
as recommended by [31], [54]. Or otherwise samples can
be homogenised to obtain a mean value of the dielectric
properties of the MUT [46], ensuring that in the process
of homogenization that no loss of hydration occurs. Both
methods provide an indication of the properties of the whole
sample. The second approach is to use histology to identify
tissue content and distribution within the sample, and to use
this information to interpret the dielectric data [32], [64],
[65], [90], [91], [92], [93]. This method is site-specific and
provides information on the sample properties at one specific
location on the sample.

Different strategies for using histologywith dielectric mea-
surements have been examined, which has led to data that are
difficult to compare, especially for key tissues (such as the
breast) [29]. Further, using histology requires identifying a
histology region (on the image of the sample slice) that con-
tains tissues that contributed to the dielectric measurement.
To achieve the most representative histology region requires
knowledge of both the sensing volume of the probe and how
tissue samples shrink or deform during histology [94]. Many
studies have examined the sensing volume of the probe, under
conditions of different tissue types present, different tissue
distributions, and different frequency ranges [48], [80], [81],
[84], [95], [96], [97], [98], [99]. However, the definitions used
for defining the sensing volumes have varied, and no standard
method has gained consensus [84]. Additionally, it is known
that tissues closest to the probe tip contribute dominantly
to the dielectric measurement [96]; therefore, understanding
how tissues in different locations contribute to the dielectric
measurement could be of interest [99]. Again, these questions
have not yet reached a consensus, and are active areas of
interest.

Due to the challenges associated with using histology,
and the fact that it is a destructive and expensive process,
alternate strategies for dealing with dielectric measurements
of heterogeneous tissues are of interest. One method that has
been proposed that may support measurement of heteroge-
neous tissues is to use a transmission measurement approach,

instead of a reflection measurement approach [100], [101],
[102]. This enables measurement of bulk sample properties
without having to take multiple measurements at multiple
sites on the sample. Another method that has been proposed
is to usemicroCT instead of histology, since it enables sample
imaging in a less destructive manner and imaging may be
able to be done at the same time as the dielectric mea-
surement [103], [104]. However, these methods both require
further studies to examine if they can be useful for the dielec-
tric measurement of heterogeneous tissues.

C. LOW FREQUENCY DIELECTRIC MEASUREMENTS
The urgent need for high quality dielectric data of biological
tissues at low frequencies and improvements in dosimet-
ric tools has been highlighted in recommendations of the
International Commission on Non-Ionising Radiation Protec-
tion and the World Health Organization (ICNIRP 2010 and
WHO 2007). It is also a requirement for many low frequency
medical applications. At low frequencies, the dielectric data
for body tissues are difficult to determine due, at least partly,
to the dependency of the dielectric properties on the phys-
iological state of the tissues and changes occurring after
death. In practice, there is at least one other major source
of error that is a phenomenon referred to as ‘‘electrode
polarisation’’, which originates from chemical interactions
between sample and probe and interferes with the measure-
ment. This was highlighted as one of the shortcomings of
the 1996 database [16], [17], [18]. It only provides a ‘best
estimate’ of dielectric data at frequencies below 1MHz based
on available knowledge. Thus, using the open-ended coax-
ial probe technique, as discussed in this guideline at low
frequencies becomes a challenge as polarization effects are
more dominant and therefore alternative methods need to be
explored.

This was addressed in a critical review of data for the
conductivity of tissues at frequencies below 1 MHz with
emphasis on the data published following post 1996 data
base to highlight their usefulness and limitations [105].
Additionally, the same study included the development of a
probe comprising a rectilinear array of four pin electrodes.
The probe was used to produce a coherent set of capaci-
tance and conductance values for water and low concentration
saline solutions, down to 1 Hz. Measurements were also car-
ried out on a selection of porcine tissues under in -vivo condi-
tions to produce new tissue conductivity data to complement
the literature reviewed. The effect of electrode polarisation at
low frequencies, and some other high-frequency effects were
identified as measurement artefacts that made the capacitive
part of the permittivity data unreliable. Gabriel et al 2009,
concluded that further work is needed to correct the problems
identified in the study. On the positive side, it pointed out
given the regularity and reproducibility of artefacts, there is a
possibility of their avoidance or correction and hence for the
opportunity of making error-free low-frequency permittivity
and conductivity measurement in future [106].
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IX. CONCLUSION
This paper outlines the work initiated by a network of
researchers participating in COST Action MyWAVE and
these guidelines are based on expertise of scientists and

observations resulted from discussions during meetings and
results from short-term scientific missions/visits of members
of the network. It presents a consensus between network
members on the best-practices for the accurate measurement

FIGURE 5. A detailed flow diagram of the protocol following best-practices to accurately measure the complex permittivity of liquids and
biological tissues using an open-ended coaxial probe technique.
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of dielectric properties of homogenous biological tissues at a
constant temperature and the method for reporting. The latter
is important as it facilitates the usability of the published data
for other studies. This guideline addresses fundamental issues
associated with the current state of knowledge of dielectric
properties and the large variability in published data which

is highly attributed to the variations in the measurement pro-
tocols adopted across different dielectric centers. It presents
a detailed description of a typical reflection method using
an open-ended coaxial line, widely used for the dielectric
property measurements of biological tissues. Then a step-by-
step guideline towards accurate measurements is provided

TABLE 1. A table with a list of recommend data to be reported for each study. an asterisk (*) marks the mandatory fields in the data repository.
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and covers dielectric measurements of liquids and homoge-
nous biological tissues, as measured in vivo, ex vivo and
in situ. Detailed considerations of the important confounders
onwhich the best practiceswere developed is presented, high-
lighting the importance of controlling hydration, temperature
of the calibration load and sample size. Finally, pertinent
fundamental open challenges that have been identified within
the network that need further efforts to be addressed are
discussed.

APPENDIX I
A detailed flow diagram of the protocol following best-
practices to accurately measure the complex permittivity of
liquids and biological tissues using an open-ended coaxial
probe technique. See Fig. 5.

APPENDIX II
A table with a list of recommend data to be reported for each
study. an asterisk (∗) marks the mandatory fields in the data
repository. See Table 1.

APPENDIX III
Debye equation

εr = ε∞ +
εs − ε∞

1 + jωτ

Debye equation with a conductivity term

εr = ε∞ +
εs − ε∞

1 + jωτ
+

σ

jωεo

Cole-Cole equation

εr = ε∞ +
εs − ε∞

1 + jωτ 1−α

Cole-Cole equation with a conductivity term

εr = ε∞ +
εs − ε∞

1 + jωτ 1−α
+

σ

jωε∞
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